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AUSLANDER CLASS, GC AND C–PROJECTIVE MODULES
MODULO EXACT ZERO-DIVISORS
ENSIYEH AMANZADEH1 AND MOHAMMAD T. DIBAEI2
Abstract. For a semidualizing module C over a ring R, we study the following classes modulo
exact zero divisors: GC–projectives, GC ; the Auslander class AC ; the Bass class BC ; PC–
projective; FC–projective; and IC–injective dimensions.
1. Introduction
Throughout R is a commutative noetherian ring with identity element. In this paper, we discuss
the Auslander class and the Bass class with respect to a semidualizing R–module modulo exact
zero–divisors. Foxby [6] and Vasconcelos [15] independently initiated the study of semidualizing
modules. A finite (i.e. finitely generated) R–module C is called semidualizing if the natural
homothety map χRC : R −→ HomR(C,C) is an isomorphism and Ext
>0
R (C,C) = 0 (see [9, Definition
1.1]). For example every finite projective R–module of rank 1 is semidualizing. A semidualizing R–
module C gives rise to two full subcategories of the category of R–modules, namely the Auslander
class AC and the Bass class BC defined by Avramov and Foxby in [6] and [1] (see Definition 2.6).
Semidualizing modules and their Auslander and Bass classes have caught attentions of several
authors (see for instance [6], [4] and [10]).
According to [7], an element x of R is said to be an exact zero–divisor if R 6= (0 :R x) ∼= R/xR 6=
0. Note that in this case if (0 :R x) = yR, then we say that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on R. This notion has been studied in [7], [8], [2], [3] and [5]. The concept of exact zero–divisor
on a module has been studied in [7], [2] and [5].
After the introduction, in Section 2, we bring the necessary tools which are needed for our
development. In Section 3, we study the effect of an exact zero–divisor on a semidualizing module
C (see Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.4). In Section 4, we consider the classes AC , BC and GC
modulo an exact zero–divisor, where the class GC denote the class of GC–projective modules (see
Definition 2.5), and show that if x is an exact zero–divisor on both R and C then R/xR belongs
to GC and AC (see Propositions 3.3 and 4.1). In this section, we deal with our main goal, i.e.
whether M/xM belongs to the class GC , BC , or AC , where x is an exact zero–divisor on both R
and R–module M (see Proposition 4.5). In the final section, 5, we study more closely the class PC
of C–projective R–modules which has been studied in [10] and [14] before. We show that if x is an
exact zero–divisor on both R and C, then x is an exact zero–divisor on an R–module M whenever
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PC–pd(M) < ∞, which implies that PC/xC–pd(M/xM) ≤ PC–pd(M) (see Propositions 5.2 and
5.4).
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, C is a semidualizing R–module. First we recall the definition of exact
zero–divisor from [7, Definition] and [5, Definition 2.3].
Definition 2.1. Let M be an R–module. An element x of R is called an exact zero–divisor
on M if xM 6= 0, xM 6= M and there is y ∈ R such that the sequence of multiplication maps
M
x
−→ M
y
−→ M
x
−→ M is exact. In this case we say that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on M .
Here we recall some facts about a pair of exact zero–divisors.
Fact 2.2. [5, Proposition 2.4] If x is an exact zero–divisor on an R–module M , then 0 :M x ∼=
M/xM .
The following fact was proved for n = 0 in [5, Lemma 2.10], but it is clearly true for any n ≥ 0.
Fact 2.3. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on R. Let M be an R–module, n a
non-negative integer. Consider the following statements.
(i) x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on M .
(ii) ExtiR(R/xR,M) = 0 for all i > n.
(iii) TorRi (R/xR,M) = 0 for all i > n.
Then (i)⇒(ii)⇔(iii). If one of the following conditions holds true, then the statements (i), (ii) and
(iii) are equivalent.
(a) xM 6= 0 and xM 6= M .
(b) R is local and M is finite.
Fact 2.4. [5, Proposition 2.13] Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and
an R–module M and that N is an R/xR–module. Then the following statements hold true for all
i ≥ 0.
(i) ExtiR(N,M)
∼= ExtiR/xR(N,M/xM).
(ii) ExtiR(M,N)
∼= ExtiR/xR(M/xM,N).
(iii) TorRi (M,N)
∼= Tor
R/xR
i (M/xM,N).
The class of GC–projective R–modules, GC , the Auslander class AC and the Bass class BC have
been investigated modulo a regular element ( see [4, Propositions 5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10]). In this
paper, we are concerned with these classes modulo an exact zero–divisor.
Definition 2.5. [9, Definition 2.7] The class GC(R) (or simply GC) consists of GC–projective
R–modules, i.e. the class of all finite R–modules M which satisfy the following conditions.
(i) the natural homomorphism δCM :M −→M
†† is an isomorphism, where (−)
†
= HomR(−, C).
(ii) Ext>0R (M,C) = 0 = Ext
>0
R (M
†, C).
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Definition 2.6. The Auslander class AC(R) (or AC) with respect to C is the class of all R–
modules M satisfying the following conditions.
(1) The natural map γCM :M −→ HomR(C,C ⊗R M) is an isomorphism.
(2) TorR>0(C,M) = 0 = Ext
>0
R (C,C ⊗R M).
Dually, the Bass class BC(R) (or BC) with respect to C is the class of all R–modules M
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) The evaluation map ξCM : C ⊗R HomR(C,M) −→M is an isomorphism.
(2) Ext>0R (C,M) = 0 = Tor
R
>0(C,HomR(C,M)).
We need the following classes which are studied in [10], [14] and [12].
Definition 2.7. [10, Definition 5.1] The classes of C–injective, C–projective and C–flat modules
are defined, respectively, as
IC = { HomR(C, I) | I is an injective R–module},
PC = { C ⊗R P | P is a projective R–module},
FC = { C ⊗R F | F is a flat R–module}.
They are the classes of injective, projective and flat R–modules, respectively, when C = R.
Remark 2.8. [10, 1.4 and Proposition 5.3] For any R–moduleM there exists an augmented proper
PC–projective resolution, that is, a complex
X+ = · · ·
∂X
2−→ C ⊗R P1
∂X
1−→ C ⊗R P0
∂X
0−→M −→ 0
such that HomR(C ⊗R Q,X
+) is exact for all projective R–module Q. The truncated complex
X = · · ·
∂X
2−→ C ⊗R P1
∂X
1−→ C ⊗R P0 −→ 0
is called a proper PC–projective resolution of M . Note that X
+ need not be exact unless C = R.
An augmented proper FC–projective resolution for M is defined similarly.
Dually, for any R–module N there exists an augmented proper IC–injective resolution, that is,
a complex
Y + = 0 −→ N −→ HomR(C, I
0)
∂0
Y−→ HomR(C, I
1)
∂1
Y−→ · · ·
such that HomR(Y
+,HomR(C, I)) is exact for all injective R–module I.
Definition 2.9. [10, 1.6 and Proposition 5.3] The PC–projective dimension of an R–module M is
PC − pd(M) = inf
{
supX | X is a proper PC − projective resolution of M
}
,
where supX = sup{n | Xn 6= 0}. The modules of zero PC–projective dimensions are the non-zero
modules in PC ; and we set PC–pd(0) = −∞. The FC–projective dimension, denoted FC–pd(–),
is defined similarly and the IC–injective dimension, denoted IC–id(–), is defined dually.
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3. Semidualizing modules via exact zero–divisors
Note that if x ∈ R is non–zero, then xC 6= 0. By Nakayama’s lemma, xC = C if and only if
(x) = R. Now if x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on R and pd(C) < ∞, then Auslander-
Buchsbaum formula implies that C is projective and so x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on C by Definition 2.1. Moreover, if R is Cohen-Macaulay local ring with dualizing module ω,
that is a semidualizing module with finite injective dimension, then x, y form also a pair of exact
zero–divisors on ω, by Fact 2.3 (see also [5, Corollary 2.12]). In general, the authors do not know
whether a pair of exact zero–divisors on R is also a pair of exact zero–divisors on C. In the
following proposition one can see that it holds true under certain conditions.
Proposition 3.1. Let (R,m, k) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring that is not Gorenstein, with dualiz-
ing module ω. Let f : R −→ S be a flat local ring homomorphism such that S/mS is not Gorenstein.
Assume that x, y ∈ S form a pair of exact zero–divisors on S such that fdR(S/xS) < ∞. Then
S ⊗R ω is a semidualizing S–module which is not a dualizing S–module and pdS(S ⊗R ω) = ∞.
Moreover, x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on S ⊗R ω.
Proof. Set B = S ⊗R ω. By [4, Theorem 5.6], B is a semidualizing S–module while B is not
dualizing module. Since ω ≇ R and AnnR(ω) = 0, one observes that ω is not cyclic. Then B is not
cyclic and so B ≇ S. Now, as S is local, Auslander-Buchsbaum formula implies that pdS(B) =∞.
As S is flat R–module, we obtain the isomorphisms
TorSi (S/xS,B)
∼= TorRi (S/xS ⊗S S, ω)
∼= TorRi (S/xS, ω)
for all i, where the first isomorphism is from [11, Corollary 10.61]. Thus TorSi>n(S/xS,B) = 0 for
some non-negative integer n. Now, by Fact 2.3, x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on B. 
We take the following example from [13, Example 2.3.1] to justify Proposition 3.1.
Example 3.2. Let R = k[X,Y ]/(X,Y )2, whenever k is a field. Then R is a local artinian ring
that is not Gorenstein. By [4, Theorem 6.1], ω = Homk(R, k) is dualizing R–module, as R is
free k–module of rank 3. Set S = R[U, V,W,Z]/(U2, V W, V Z). Then S is free R–module and
S/mS ∼= k[U, V,W,Z]/(U2, V W, V Z) is not Cohen-Macaulay, where m is the maximal ideal of R.
If u is the image of U in S, then u, u form a pair of exact zero–divisors on S. We have an R–
isomorphism S/uS ∼= R[V,W,Z]/(VW, V Z) and so S/uS is free R–module. Thus u, u form also a
pair of exact zero–divisors on the semidualizing S–module S ⊗R ω, by Proposition 3.1. Note that
S ⊗R ω is not a dualizing S–module with pdS(S ⊗R ω) =∞.
It is easy to see that if x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on R, then R/xR ∈ GR. The
following proposition shows that R/xR ∈ GC , whenever x, y form also a pair of exact zero–divisors
on C.
Proposition 3.3. If x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C, then R/xR ∈ GC .
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Proof. Since x is an exact zero–divisor on C, we conclude that HomR(R/xR,C) ∼= C/xC, by Fact
2.2. So we have
R/xR ∼= HomR(R/xR,R) ∼= HomR(R/xR,HomR(C,C))
∼= HomR(R/xR⊗R C,C)
∼= HomR(HomR(R/xR,C), C).
As x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on C, one has Ext>0R (R/xR,C) = 0, by Fact 2.3. As
C ⊗R P ∈ GC , for any projective R-module P , Ext
>0
R (C ⊗R P,C) = 0. By [11, Theorem 10.62]
there is a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = Ext
p
R(Tor
R
q (C,R/xR), C)⇒
p
ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(C,C)).
Since TorRq (C,R/xR) = 0 for all q > 0, by Fact 2.3, the spectral sequence collapses on the p-axis
and so ExtnR(C ⊗R R/xR,C)
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(C,C)) for all n ≥ 0. Then, for all n > 0,
ExtnR(HomR(R/xR,C), C)
∼= ExtnR(C ⊗R R/xR,C)
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(C,C))
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,R) = 0
and the result follows. 
In the following result we use Proposition 3.3, to achieve semidualizing R/xR–modules.
Proposition 3.4. Let B be a finite R–module. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on both R and B. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) B is a semidualizing R–module.
(ii) B/xB and B/yB are semidualizing R/xR– and R/yR–modules, respectively.
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). It is enough to show that B/xB is a semidualizing R/xR–module. As x is an
exact zero–divisor on B we have
R/xR ∼= HomR(HomR(R/xR,B), B)
∼= HomR(B/xB,B)
∼= HomR/xR(B/xB,B/xB),
where the first, second and third isomorphisms are obtained by Proposition 3.3, Fact 2.2 and Fact
2.4, respectively. For all i > 0
ExtiR/xR(B/xB,B/xB)
∼= ExtiR(B/xB,B)
∼= ExtiR(HomR(R/xR,B), B)
= 0,
where the first isomorphism is obtained by Fact 2.4 and the equality holds by Proposition 3.3.
(ii)⇒(i). Let z ∈ {x, y}. By Fact 2.4, we have Ext iR(B/zB,B)
∼= Ext iR/zR(B/zB,B/zB) for
all i ≥ 0. Thus Ext iR(B/zB,B) = 0 for all i > 0 and HomR(B/zB,B)
∼= R/zR, by the fact that
B/zB is a semidualizing R/zR-module. Since x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on B, there
is an exact sequence
(3.1) 0 −→ B/yB −→ B −→ B/xB −→ 0.
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Now applying HomR(−, B) to (3.1) gives Ext
>0
R (B,B) = 0 and the following commutative diagram
0 −→ HomR(B/xB,B) −→ HomR(B,B) −→ HomR(B/yB,B) −→ 0x




∼=
x




χRB
x




∼=
0 −→ R/xR −→ R −→ R/yR −→ 0.
Thus χRB is an isomorphism and so B is a semidualizing R–module. 
Corollary 3.5. Let (R,m, k) be a Cohen-Macaulay local ring, D a finite R–module. Assume that
x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and D. If D/xD is a dualizing R/xR–module
and D/yD is a semidualizing R/yR–module, then D is a dualizing R–module.
Proof. By Proposition 3.4, D is a semidualizing R–module. By [5, corollary 2.14], we have
idR(D) = idR/xR(D/xD) <∞ and so D is a dualizing R–module. 
Note that the converse of the corollary was proved in [5, Corollary 2.12].
4. The classes AC , BC and GC
This section contains our main results. Our aim is to find when M/xM belongs to GC , BC , or
AC , where M is an R–module and x is an exact zero–divisor on both R and M .
Proposition 4.1. If x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C, then R/xR ∈ AC .
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 and Fact 2.4, there are isomorphisms
R/xR ∼= HomR/xR(C/xC,C/xC) ∼= HomR(C,C ⊗R R/xR).
As x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C, we get TorRi (C,R/xR) = 0 for all
i > 0, by Fact 2.3. Also, for all i > 0, ExtiR(C,C ⊗R R/xR)
∼= ExtiR/xR(C/xC,C/xC) = 0, where
the isomorphism and equality are obtained by Fact 2.4 and Proposition 3.4, respectively. 
Now, one may pay attention to the results [4, Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 6.5] via exact
zero–divisors.
Corollary 4.2. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C. If T is an
R/xR–module, then the following statements hold true.
(i) If T is finite, then T ∈ GC(R) if and only if T ∈ GC/xC(R/xR).
(ii) T ∈ AC(R) if and only if T ∈ AC/xC(R/xR).
(iii) T ∈ BC(R) if and only if T ∈ BC/xC(R/xR).
Proof. (i) holds by [4, Theorem 6.5] and Proposition 3.3. (ii) and (iii) follow from [4, Proposition
5.3] and Proposition 4.1. 
The following example shows that, for an R–module M and an exact zero–divisor x on both R
and C, the assumption M ∈ GC(R) does not necessarily imply that M/xM ∈ GC/xC(R/xR).
Example 4.3. [13, Example 5.4.14] Let k be a field, and set R = k[[X,Y ]]/(XY ). Now x, y form
a pair of exact zero–divisors on R. Thus M = R/yR belongs to GR(R) by Proposition 3.3. As
M/xM ∼= k, R/xR ∼= k[[Y ]] and Ext 1k[[Y ]](k, k[[Y ]])
∼= k is non–zero, M/xM 6∈ GR/xR(R/xR).
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We do not know whether, for anR–moduleM ,M ∈ GC(R) implies thatM/xM ∈ GC/xC(R/xR),
whenever x is an exact zero–divisor on all R, C and M . But there is a partial converse in the
following result.
Proposition 4.4. Assume that M is an R–module and that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on R, C and M .
(i) If M/xM ∈ AC/xC(R/xR) and M/yM ∈ AC/yC(R/yR), then M ∈ AC(R).
(ii) If M/xM ∈ BC/xC(R/xR) and M/yM ∈ BC/yC(R/yR), then M ∈ BC(R).
(iii) If M is finite, M/xM ∈ GC/xC(R/xR) and M/yM ∈ GC/yC(R/yR), then M ∈ GC(R).
Proof. (i). As x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on M , there is an exact sequence
(4.1) 0 −→M/yM −→M −→M/xM −→ 0.
Let z ∈ {x, y}. As x, y form a pair of exact zero-divisors on C,
TorRi (C,M/zM)
∼= Tor
R/zR
i (C/zC,M/zM) = 0
for all i > 0, by Fact 2.4. By applying C ⊗R − to (4.1), we get Tor
R
>0(C,M) = 0. In particular,
one has the exact sequence
(4.2) 0 −→ C ⊗R M/yM −→ C ⊗R M −→ C ⊗R M/xM −→ 0.
Also
ExtiR(C,C ⊗R M/zM)
∼= ExtiR/zR(C/zC,C ⊗R M/zM)
∼= ExtiR/zR(C/zC,C/zC ⊗R/zR M/zM) = 0
for all i > 0, by Fact 2.4. So by applying HomR(C,−) to (4.2), we get Ext
>0
R (C,C ⊗RM) = 0 and
the following commutative diagram
0 −→ HomR(C,C ⊗R M/yM) −→ HomR(C,C ⊗R M) −→ HomR(C,C ⊗R M/xM) −→ 0
x




∼=
x




γCM
x




∼=
0 −→ M/yM −→ M −→ M/xM −→ 0
Now the result follows.
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar. 
We end this section with our main result indicating when M/xM belongs to the classes GC , BC ,
or AC .
Proposition 4.5. Assume that M is an R–module and that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors
on both R and M .
(i) If M ∈ GC , then M/xM ∈ GC if and only if x, y form also a pair of exact zero–divisors on
HomR(M,C).
(ii) If M ∈ BC, then M/xM ∈ BC if and only if x, y form also a pair of exact zero–divisors
on HomR(C,M).
(iii) If M ∈ AC is finite , then M/xM ∈ AC if and only if x, y form also a pair of exact
zero–divisors on C ⊗R M .
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Proof. (i). As M ∈ GC , we have M ⊗R P ∈ GC for every finite projective R–module P and so
Ext>0R (M ⊗R P,C) = 0. Thus, by [11, Theorem 10.62], there is a spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = Ext
p
R(Tor
R
q (M,R/xR), C)⇒p
ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(M,C)).
By Fact 2.3, TorR>0(M,R/xR) = 0. Hence
(4.3) ExtnR(M/xM,C)
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(M,C)) for all n ≥ 0.
As M ∈ GC , it follows that HomR(M,C)
x
−→ HomR(M,C) is neither zero nor isomorphism.
Assume that M/xM ∈ GC then, by (4.3) and Fact 2.3, x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on
HomR(M,C). For the converse, Ext
>0
R (M/xM,C) = 0, by Fact 2.3 and (4.3). In order to obtain
the other conditions, we consider the isomorphisms
M/xM ∼= HomR(R/xR,M) ∼= HomR(R/xR,HomR(HomR(M,C), C))
∼= HomR(R/xR⊗R HomR(M,C), C)
∼= HomR(HomR(R/xR,HomR(M,C)), C)
∼= HomR(HomR(M/xM,C), C),
where the first and forth isomorphisms are from Fact 2.2 and assumptions; the second iso-
morphism follows from M ∈ GC ; and the third and the last ones are Hom-tensor adjoint-
ness. Replacing M with HomR(M,C) in (4.3), implies Ext
n
R(HomR(M,C) ⊗R R/xR,C)
∼=
ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(HomR(M,C), C)
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,M) = 0 for all n > 0. As x, y form a pair of
exact zero–divisors on HomR(M,C), one has
HomR(M,C)⊗R R/xR ∼= HomR(R/xR,HomR(M,C)) ∼= HomR(M/xM,C).
Therefore Ext>0R (HomR(M/xM,C), C) = 0.
(ii). Let P• : · · · −→ P1 −→ P0 −→ C −→ 0 be a projective resolution of C. Consider the
third quadrant bicomplex W = HomR(P•,HomR(F•,M)), where F• : · · · −→ R
y
−→ R
x
−→
R −→ R/xR −→ 0 is the free resolution of R/xR. Let IE and IIE denote the spectral se-
quences determined by the first filtration and second filtration of Tot(W ), respectively. Thus
IE
p,q
2 = Ext
p
R(C,Ext
q
R(R/xR,M)) ⇒p
Hn(Tot(W )). As, by Fact 2.3, Ext>0R (R/xR,M) = 0
one has IE
n,0
2
∼= ExtnR(C,M/xM)
∼= Hn(Tot(W )) for all n ≥ 0. On the other hand there
is an isomorphism of bicomplexes HomR(P•,HomR(F•,M)) ∼= HomR(F•,HomR(P•,M)). Thus
IIE
p,q
2
∼= Ext
p
R(R/xR,Ext
q
R(C,M)) ⇒p
Hn(Tot(W )). As M ∈ BC , we have Ext
>0
R (C,M) = 0 and
so IIE
n,0
2
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(C,M))
∼= Hn(Tot(W )) for all n ≥ 0. Therefore
(4.4) ExtnR(C,M/xM)
∼= ExtnR(R/xR,HomR(C,M)) for all n ≥ 0.
As M ∈ BC , C ⊗R HomR(C,M) ∼= M , therefore HomR(C,M)
x
−→ HomR(C,M) is neither zero
nor surjective. Now assume that M/xM ∈ BC then x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on
HomR(C,M), by (4.4) and Fact 2.3. For the converse, Ext
>0
R (C,M/xM) = 0, by Fact 2.3 and
(4.4).
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For the remaining conditions, we first consider the following isomorphisms
M/xM ∼= R/xR⊗R M ∼= R/xR⊗R C ⊗R HomR(C,M)
∼= C ⊗R HomR(R/xR,HomR(C,M))
∼= C ⊗R HomR(C,HomR(R/xR,M))
∼= C ⊗R HomR(C,M/xM),
where the second isomorphism is fromM ∈ BC ; the third and the last isomorphisms are obtained by
Fact 2.2. As M ∈ BC , one has HomR(C,M) ∈ AC (see[14, Theorem 2.8]) and so HomR(C,M)⊗R
P ∈ AC which gives Tor
R
>0(C,HomR(C,M) ⊗R P ) = 0 for every projective R–module P . By [11,
Theorem 10.59], there is a first quadrant spectral sequence
E2p,q = Tor
R
p (C,Tor
R
q (HomR(C,M), R/xR))⇒
p
TorRn (C ⊗R HomR(C,M), R/xR).
As x is an exact zero–divisor on HomR(C,M), Tor
R
>0(HomR(C,M), R/xR) = 0, by Fact 2.3.
Therefore, for all n ≥ 0, one has
(4.5) TorRn (C,HomR(C,M) ⊗R R/xR)
∼= TorRn (C ⊗R HomR(C,M), R/xR).
As x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both M and HomR(C,M), we have
HomR(C,M)⊗R R/xR ∼= HomR(R/xR,HomR(C,M))
∼= HomR(C,HomR(R/xR,M))
∼= HomR(C,M/xM).
Hence, for all n > 0, we have
TorRn (C,HomR(C,M/xM))
∼= TorRn (C ⊗R HomR(C,M), R/xR)
∼= TorRn (M,R/xR) = 0,
which fulfils the requirement.
(iii). As M ∈ AC is finite, the map C⊗RM
x
−→ C⊗RM is neither zero nor isomorphism. Also,
for every projective R–module P , M ⊗R P ∈ AC and so Tor
R
>0(C,M ⊗R P ) = 0. By [11, Theorem
10.59], there is a first quadrant spectral sequence
E2p,q = Tor
R
p (C,Tor
R
q (M,R/xR))⇒
p
TorRn (C ⊗R M,R/xR).
As, by Fact 2.3, TorR>0(M,R/xR) = 0, Tor
R
n (C,M/xM)
∼= TorRn (C ⊗R M,R/xR) for all n ≥ 0.
Assume that M/xM ∈ AC . Now it follows that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on
C ⊗R M , by Fact 2.3. For the converse, from M ∈ AC we have C ⊗R M ∈ BC , by [14, Theorem
2.8]. Since x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both C ⊗R M and HomR(C,C ⊗R M) ∼= M ,
one has C⊗RM/xM ∼= (C⊗RM)/x(C ⊗R M) ∈ BC , by (ii). ThusM/xM ∈ AC , by [14, Theorem
2.8]. 
5. The classes PC, FC and IC
We observed in Fact 2.3 and [5, Proposition 2.18](a) that, if x, y form a pair of exact zero–
divisors on R and if M is an R–module such that M
x
−→ M is neither zero nor epimorphism,
then x, y form also a pair of exact zero–divisors on M whenever one of the conditions id(M) <∞,
pd(M) < ∞, or fd(M) < ∞ holds true. In this section, we provide a positive answer to the
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question whether the same property is true if one replaces the above homological dimension by
IC–id(M), PC–pd(M), or FC–pd(M), respectively.
Proposition 5.1. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C. Let M
be an R–module such that M
x
−→ M is neither zero nor epimorphism. Then M admits x, y as a
pair of exact zero-divisors if it is either in IC(R), PC(R), or FC(R). In any such case M/xM
belongs to IC/xC(R/xR), PC/xC(R/xR), or FC/xC(R/xR), respectively.
Proof. We prove the caseM ∈ IC(R). In this case,M = HomR(C, I) for some injective R–module
I. By [11, Corollary 10.63], we have ExtiR(R/xR,HomR(C, I))
∼= HomR(Tor
R
i (R/xR,C), I) for all
i ≥ 0. Now by Fact 2.3, TorR>0(R/xR,C) = 0 and thus Ext
>0
R (R/xR,M) = 0. Therefore x, y form
a pair of exact zero-divisors on M . Now we have
R/xR⊗R HomR(C, I) ∼= HomR(HomR(R/xR,C), I)
∼= HomR(C ⊗R R/xR, I)
∼= HomR(C,HomR(R/xR, I))
∼= HomR/xR(C/xC,HomR(R/xR, I)),
where the first and the third isomorphisms follow from the Hom evaluation homomorphism and
adjointness, respectively. The second and the last ones hold, by Facts 2.2 and 2.4, respectively.
Note that HomR(R/xR, I) is an injective R/xR–module and that C/xC is a semidualizing R/xR–
module (Proposition 3.4). Hence M/xM ∈ IC/xC(R/xR). 
The following result is consistent with [5, Proposition 2.18](a).
Proposition 5.2. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C. Let M
be an R–module such that xM 6= 0 and xM 6= M . If PC–pd(M), FC–pd(M), or IC–id(M) is
finite, then x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on M .
The proof follows by the following lemma and Fact 2.3.
Lemma 5.3. Assume that M is an R–module and that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on
both R and C. Let n be a non-negative integer. Then the following statements hold true.
(i) If PC–pd(M) ≤ n, then Tor
R
>n(R/xR,M) = 0.
(ii) If FC–pd(M) ≤ n, then Tor
R
>n(R/xR,M) = 0.
(iii) If IC–id(M) ≤ n, then Ext
>n
R (R/xR,M) = 0.
Proof. (i). LetM 6= 0. We prove by induction on n. If n = 0 thenM = C⊗RP for some projective
R–module P and thus TorRi (R/xR,C ⊗R P )
∼= TorRi (R/xR,C) ⊗R P for all i ≥ 0. As, by Fact
2.3, TorR>0(R/xR,C) = 0, we have Tor
R
>0(R/xR,M) = 0.
Let n > 0. By [14, Corollary 2.10], there exists an exact sequence
0 −→ N −→ C ⊗R P −→M −→ 0,
where P is projective R–module and PC–pd(N) ≤ n− 1. Now, the long exact sequence
TorRi (R/xR,C ⊗R P ) −→ Tor
R
i (R/xR,M) −→ Tor
R
i−1(R/xR,N)
and our induction hypothesis imply TorR>n(R/xR,M) = 0.
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The proof of (ii) is a modification of the proof of (i) for which we use [12, Proposition 5.2]. The
proof of (iii) is similar to (i). 
Our final result is consistent with [5, Proposition 2.18].
Proposition 5.4. Assume that x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on both R and C. Let M be
an R–module such that xM 6= 0 and xM 6= M . Set (−) = (−)⊗RR/xR. The following statements
hold true.
(i) If PC–pd(M) <∞, then PC–pd(M ) ≤ PC–pd(M).
(ii) If FC–pd(M) <∞, then FC–pd(M ) ≤ FC–pd(M).
(iii) If M is finite with IC–id(M) <∞, then IC–id(M) ≤ IC–id(M).
(iv) If R is local and M is finite, then equality holds in (i), (ii) and (iii).
Proof. (i). As PC–pd(M) is finite, one hasM ∈ BC , by [14, Corollary 2.9]. By Proposition 5.2, x, y
form a pair of exact zero–divisors onM and thus the map HomR(C,M)
x
−→ HomR(C,M) is neither
zero nor surjective. On the other hand, by [14, Theorem 2.11], pdR(HomR(C,M)) = PC–pd(M) is
finite. Therefore x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on HomR(C,M) and pdR(HomR(C,M)) ≤
pdR(HomR(C,M)), by [5, Proposition 2.18]. Now we have
HomR(C,M) ∼= HomR(R,HomR(C,M))
∼= HomR(C,M)
∼= HomR(C,M),
where the first and second isomorphisms hold by Fact 2.2 and adjointness. The third isomorphism
follows from Fact 2.4 and Proposition 5.2. Therefore [14, Theorem 2.11] will result
PC−pd(M) = pdR(HomR(C,M))
= pdR(HomR(C,M))
≤ pdR(HomR(C,M))
= PC−pd(M).
(ii). As FC–pd(M) <∞, one has M ∈ BC , by [12, Lemma 5.1], and so the map HomR(C,M)
x
−→
HomR(C,M) is neither zero nor surjective. By [12, Proposition 5.2], fdR(HomR(C,M)) = FC–
pd(M) is finite. Thus x, y form a pair of exact zero–divisors on HomR(C,M) and fdR(HomR(C,M)) ≤
fdR(HomR(C,M)), by [5, Proposition 2.18]. Therefore
FC−pd(M) = fdR(HomR(C,M))
= fdR(HomR(C,M))
≤ fdR(HomR(C,M))
= FC−pd(M).
(iii). As IC–id(M) < ∞, one has M ∈ AC , by [14, Corollary 2.9]. By Proposition 5.2, x, y form
a pair of exact zero–divisors on M . It follows that the map C ⊗R M
x
−→ C ⊗R M is neither zero
nor isomorphism. By [14, Theorem 2.11], idR(C ⊗R M) = IC–id(M) is finite. Then x, y form
a pair of exact zero–divisors on C ⊗R M and idR(C ⊗R M) ≤ idR(C ⊗R M), by [5, Proposition
2.18]. By [14, Theorem 2.11], one has IC –id(M) = idR(C ⊗R M) = idR(C ⊗R M). Thus IC
–id(M) ≤ idR(C ⊗R M) = IC –id(M).
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(iv). The equalities follow by [5, Proposition 2.18] and the proofs of (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively.

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